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ABSTRACT
Millions of open-source projects with numerous bug fixes are avail-
able in code repositories. This proliferation of software development
histories can be leveraged to learn how to fix common program-
ming bugs. To explore such a potential, we perform an empirical
study to assess the feasibility of using Neural Machine Translation
techniques for learning bug-fixing patches for real defects. We mine
millions of bug-fixes from the change histories of GitHub reposi-
tories to extract meaningful examples of such bug-fixes. Then, we
abstract the buggy and corresponding fixed code, and use them to
train an Encoder-Decoder model able to translate buggy code into
its fixed version. Our model is able to fix hundreds of unique buggy
methods in the wild. Overall, this model is capable of predicting
fixed patches generated by developers in 9% of the cases.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Localizing and fixing bugs is known to be an effort-prone and time-
consuming task for software developers [15, 30, 38]. To support
programmers in this activity, researchers have proposed a number
of approaches aimed at automatically repairing programs. The
proposed techniques either use a generate-and-validate approach,
which consists of generating many repairs (e.g., through Genetic
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Programming like GenProg [23, 37]), or an approach that produces
a single fix [14, 27]. While automated program repair techniques
still face many challenges to be applied in practice, existing work
has made strides to be effective in specific cases. These approaches,
given the right circumstances, substantially contribute in reducing
the cost of bug-fixes for developers [21, 26].

Two major problems automated repair approaches have are pro-
ducing patches acceptable for programmers and, especially for
generate-and-validate techniques, over-fitting patches to test cases.
To cope with this problem, Le et al. [20] leverage the past history
of existing projects — in terms of bug-fix patches — and compare
automatically-generated patches with existing ones. Patches that
are similar to the ones found in the past history of mined projects
are considered to be more relevant. Another approach that iden-
tifies patches from past fixes is Prophet [24], which after having
localized the likely faulty code by running test cases, generates
patches from correct code using a probabilistic model.

Our work is motivated by the following three considerations.
First, automated repair approaches are based on a relatively limited
and manually-crafted (with substantial effort and expertise) set of
transformations or fixing patterns. Second, the work done by Le
et al. [20] shows that the past history of existing projects can be
successfully leveraged to understand what a “meaningful" program
repair patch is. Third, several works have recently demonstrated the
capability of advanced machine learning techniques, such as deep
learning, to learn from large software engineering (SE) datasets.
Some examples of recent models that can be used in a number of
SE tasks include: code completion [29], defect prediction [36], bug
localization [19], clone detection [39], code search [11], learning
API sequences [12], or recommending method names [2].

Forges like GitHub provide a plethora of change history and
bug-fixing commits from a large number of software projects. A
machine-learning based approach can leverage this data to learn
about bug-fixing activities in the wild. In this work, we evaluate the
suitability of a Neural-Machine Translation (NMT)-based approach
for the task of automatically generating patches for buggy code.

Automatically learning from bug-fixes in the wild provides the
ability to emulate real patches written by developers. Additionally,
we harness the power of NMT to “translate” buggy code into fixed
code thereby emulating the combination of AST operations per-
formed in the developer written patches. Further benefits include
the static nature of NMT when identifying candidate patches, since,
unlike some generate-and-validate approaches, we do not need to
execute test cases during patch generation [31, 40].
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We start by mining a large set of (∼ 787k) bug-fixing commits
from GitHub. From these commits, we extract method-level AST
edit operations using fine-grained source code differencing [7]. We
identify multiple method-level differences per bug-fixing commit
and independently consider each one, yielding to ∼ 2.3M bug-fix
pairs (BFPs). After that, the code of the BFPs is abstracted to make
it more suitable for the NMT model. Finally, an encoder-decoder
model is used to understand how the buggy code is transformed into
fixed code. Once the model has been trained, it is used to generate
patches for unseen code.

We empirically investigate the potential of NMT to generate
candidate patches that are identical to the ones implemented by
developers. The results indicate that trained NMT model is able to
successfully predict the fixed code, given the buggy code, in 9% of
the cases.

2 APPROACH
Fig. 1 shows an overview of the NMT approach that we experiment
with. The black boxes represent the main phases, the arrows in-
dicate data flows, and the dashed arrows denote dependencies on
external tools or data. We mine bug-fixing commits from thousands
of GitHub repos using GitHub Archive [10] (Sec. 2.1). From the
bug-fixes, we extract method-level pairs of buggy and correspond-
ing fixed code named bug-fix pairs (BFPs) (Sec. 2.2.1). BFPs are the
examples that we use to learn how to fix code from bug-fixes (buggy
→ f ixed). We use GumTree [7] to identify the list of edit actions
(A) performed between the buggy and fixed code. Then, we use
a Java Lexer and Parser to abstract the source code of the BFPs
(Sec. 2.2.2) into a representation better suited for learning. During
the abstraction, we keep frequent identifiers and literals we call
idioms within the representation. The output of this phase are the
abstracted BFPs and their corresponding mappingM , which allows
reconstructing the original source code. Next, we filter out long
methods (Sec. 2.2.3) and we use the obtained set to train an encoder-
decoder model able to learn how to transform a buggy code into
a corresponding fixed version (Sec. 2.3). The trained model can be
used to generate a patch for unseen buggy code.

2.1 Bug-Fixes Mining
We downloaded from GitHub Archive [10] every public GitHub
event between March 2011 and October 2017 and we used the
Google BigQuery APIs to identify all commits having a message
containing the patterns [8]: (“fix” or “solve”) and (“bug” or “issue” or
“problem” or “error”). We identified ∼10M (10,056,052) bug-fixing
commits. As the content of commit messages and issue trackers
might imprecisely identify bug-fixing commits, two authors in-
dependently analyzed a statistically significant sample (95% con-
fidence level ±5% confidence interval, for a total size of 384) of
identified commits to check whether they were actually bug fixes.
After solving 13 cases of disagreement, they concluded that 97.6% of
the identified bug-fixing commits were true positive. Details about
this evaluation are in our online appendix [34].

For each bug-fixing commit, we extracted the source code before
and after the bug-fix using the GitHub Compare API [9]. This
allowed us to collect the buggy (pre-commit) and the fixed (post-
commit) code. We discarded commits related to non-Java files, as

well as files that were created in the bug-fixing commit, since there
would be no buggy version to learn from. Moreover, we discarded
commits impacting more than five Java files, since we aim to learn
focused bug-fixes that are not spread across the system. The result
of this process was the buggy and fixed code of 787,178 bug-fixing
commits.

2.2 Bug-Fix Pairs Analysis
A BFP (Bug-Fixing Pair) is a pair (mb ,mf ) wheremb represents
a buggy code component and mf represents the corresponding
fixed code. We will use these BFPs to train the NMT model, make it
learning the translation from buggy (mb ) to fixed (mf ) code, thus
being able of generating patches.

2.2.1 Extraction. Given (fb , ff ) a pair of buggy and fixed file from
a bug-fix bf, we used the GumTree Spoon AST Diff [7] tool to
compute the AST differencing between fb and ff . This computes
the sequence of edit actions performed at the AST level that allows
to transform the fb ’s AST into the ff ’s AST.

Since the file-level granularity could be too large to learn pat-
terns of transformation, we separate the code into method-level
fragments that will constitute our BFPs. The rationale for choosing
method-level BFPs is supported by several reasons. First, methods
represent a reasonable target for fixing activities, since they are
likely to implement a single task or functionality. Second, meth-
ods provide enough meaningful context for learning fixes, such as
variables, parameters, and method calls used in the method. This
choice is justified by recent empirical studies, which indicated how
the large majority of fixing patches consist of single line, single
churn or, worst cases, churns separated by a single line [32]. Smaller
snippets of code lack the necessary context and, hence, they could
not be considered. Finally, considering arbitrarily long snippets of
code, such as hunks in diffs, makes learning more difficult given
the variability in size and context [1, 18].

We first rely on GumTree to establish the mapping between the
nodes of fb and ff . Then, we extract the list of mapped pairs of
methods L = {(m1b ,m1f ), . . . , (mnb ,mnf )}. Each pair (mib ,mi f )
contains the methodmib (from the buggy file fb ) and the corre-
sponding methodmi f (from the fixed file ff ). Next, for each pair
of mapped methods, we extract a sequence of edit actions using the
GumTree algorithm. We then consider only those method pairs for
which there is at least one edit action (i.e., we disregard methods
that have not been modified during the fix). Therefore, the output of
this phase is a list of BFPs = {b f p1, . . . ,b f pk }, where each BFP is
a triplet b f p = {mb ,mf ,A}, wheremb is the buggy method,mf is
the corresponding fixed method, andA is a sequence of edit actions
that transforms mb in mf . We exclude methods created/deleted
during the fixing, since we cannot learn fixing operations from
them. Overall, we extracted ∼2.3M BFPs.

It should be noted that the process we use to extract the BFPs:
(i) does not capture changes performed outside methods (e.g., class
signature, attributes, etc.), and (ii) considers each BFP as an inde-
pendent bug fix, meaning that multiple methods modified in the
same bug fixing activity are considered independently from one
another.
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Figure 1: Overview of the process used to experiment with an NMT-based approach.

2.2.2 Abstraction. Learning bug-fixing patterns is extremely chal-
lenging byworking at the level of raw source code. This is especially
due to the huge vocabulary of terms used in the identifiers and
literals of the ∼2M mined projects. Such a large vocabulary would
hinder our goal of learning transformations of code as a neural
machine translation task. For this reason, we abstract the code and
generate an expressive yet vocabulary-limited representation. We
use a Java lexer and a parser to represent each buggy and fixed
method within a BFP as a stream of tokens. The lexer, built on top
of ANTLR [28], tokenizes the raw code into a stream of tokens, that
is then fed into a Java parser [35], which discerns the role of each
identifier (i.e., whether it represents a variable, method, or type
name) and the type of a literal.

Each BFP is abstracted in isolation. Given a BFP b f p =

{mb ,mf ,A}, we first consider the source code ofmb . The source
code is fed to a Java lexer, producing the stream of tokens. The
stream of tokens is then fed to a Java parser, which recognizes
the identifiers and literals in the stream. The parser generates and
substitutes a unique ID for each identifier/literal within the tok-
enized stream. If an identifier or literal appears multiple times in
the stream, it will be replaced with the same ID. The mapping of
identifiers/literals with their corresponding IDs is saved in a map
(M). The final output of the Java parser is the abstracted method
(abstractb ). Then, we consider the source code of mf . The Java
lexer produces a stream of tokens, which is then fed to the parser.
The parser continues to use a map M when abstractingmf . The
parser generates new IDs only for novel identifiers/literals, not
already contained inM , meaning, they exist inmf but not inmb .
Then, it replaces all the identifiers/literals with the corresponding
IDs, generating the abstracted method (abstractf ). The abstracted
BFP is now a 4-tuple b f pa = {abstractb ,abstractf ,A,M}, where
M is the ID mapping for that particular BFP. The process continues
considering the next BFP, generating a new mappingM . Note that
we first analyze the buggy codemb and then the corresponding
fixed codemf of a BFP, since this is the direction of the learning
process.

IDs are assigned to identifiers and literals in a sequential and
positional fashion: The first method name found will be assigned
the ID of METHOD_1, likewise the second method name will receive
the ID of METHOD_2. This process continues for all the method and
variable names (VAR_X) as well as the literals (STRING_X, INT_X,
FLOAT_X).

At this point, abstractb and abstractf of a BFP are a stream of to-
kens consisting of language keywords (e.g., for, if), separators (e.g.,
“(”, “;”, “}”) and IDs representing identifiers and literals. Comments
and annotations have been removed from the code representation.

Some identifiers and literals appear so often in the code that,
for the purpose of our abstraction, they can almost be treated as
keywords of the language. This is the case for the variables i, j, or
index, that are often used in loops, or for literals such as 0, 1, -1,
often used in conditional statements and return values. Similarly,
method names, such as size or add, appear several times in our
code base, since they represent common concepts. These identifiers
and literals are often referred to as “idioms” [5]. We include idioms
in our representation and do not replace idioms with a generated
ID, but rather keep the original text when abstracting the code.

To define the list of idioms, we first randomly sampled 300k BFPs
and considered all their original source code. Then, we extracted
the frequency of each identifier/literal used in the code, discarding
keywords, separators, and comments. Next, we analyzed the distri-
bution of the frequencies and focused on the top 0.005% frequent
words (outliers of the distribution). Two authors manually analyzed
this list and curated a set of 272 idioms also including standard Java
types such as String, Integer, common Exceptions, etc. The list
of idioms is available in the online appendix [34].

This representation provides enough context and information
to effectively learn code transformations, while keeping a limited
vocabulary (|V | = ∼430). The abstracted code can be mapped back
to the real source code using the mapping (M).

buggy code fixed code

bug-fix

abstracted buggy code abstracted fixed code

abstracted buggy code with idioms abstracted fixed code with idioms
learning

public Integer getMinElement(List myList) {
   if(myList.size() >= 0) {
      return ListManager.getFirst(myList);
   }
   return 0;
}

public Integer getMinElement(List myList) {
   if(myList.size() >= 1) {
      return ListManager.min(myList);
   }
   return null;
}

public TYPE_1 METHOD_1 ( TYPE_2 VAR_1 ) 
{ if ( VAR_1 . METHOD_2 ( ) >= INT_1 ) 
{ return TYPE_3 . METHOD_3 ( VAR_1 ) ; } 
return INT_1 ; }

public TYPE_1 METHOD_1 ( List VAR_1 ) 
{ if ( VAR_1 . size ( ) >= 0 ) 
{ return TYPE_2 . METHOD_3 ( VAR_1 ) ; } 
return 0 ; }

public TYPE_1 METHOD_1 ( TYPE_2 VAR_1 ) 
{ if ( VAR_1 . METHOD_2 ( ) >= INT_2 ) 
{ return TYPE_3 . METHOD_4 ( VAR_1 ) ; } 
return null ; }

public TYPE_1 METHOD_1 ( List VAR_1 ) 
{ if ( VAR_1 . size ( ) >= 1 ) 
{ return TYPE_2 . min ( VAR_1 ) ; } 
return null ; }

Figure 2: Code Abstraction Example.

To better understand our representation, let us consider the
example in Fig. 2, where we see a bug-fix related to finding the
minimum value in a list of integers. The buggy method contains
three errors, which the fixed code rectifies. The first bug is within
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the if-condition, where the buggy method checks if the list size is
greater than or equal to 0. This is problematic since a list without
any values cannot have a minimum value to return. The second bug
is in the method call getFirst, this will return the first element in
the list, which may or may not be the minimum value. Lastly, if the
if-condition fails in the buggy method then the method returns 0;
returning 0when theminimum is unable to be identified is incorrect
as it indicates that one of the elements within the list is 0. The fixed
code changes the if-condition to compare against a list size of 1
rather than 0, uses the min method to return the minimum value
and changes the return value to null when the if-condition fails.

Using the buggy and fixed code for training, although a viable
and realistic bug-fix, presents some issues. When we feed the buggy
piece of code to the Java Parser and Lexer, we identify some prob-
lems with the mapping. For example, the abstracted fixed code
contains INT_2 and METHOD_4, which are not contained in the ab-
stracted version of the buggy code or its mapping. Since the map-
ping of tokens to code is solely reliant on the buggy method, this
example would require the synthesis of new values for INT_2 and
METHOD_4. However, the methodology takes advantage of idioms,
allowing to still consider this BFP. When using the abstraction with
idioms, we are able to replace tokens with the values they represent.
Now, when looking at the abstracted code with idioms for both
buggy and fixed code, there are no abstract tokens found in the
fixed code that are not in the buggy code. Previously, we needed
to synthesize values for INT_2 and METHOD_4, however, INT_2 was
replaced with idiom 1 and METHOD_4 with idiom min. With the use
of idioms, we are capable of keeping this BFP while maintaining
the integrity of learning real, developer inspired patches.

2.2.3 Filtering. We filter out BFPs that: (i) contain lexical or syn-
tactic errors (i.e., either the lexer or parser fails to process them) in
either the buggy or fixed code; (ii) their buggy and fixed abstracted
code (abstractb , abstractf ) resulted in equal strings; (iii) performed
more than 100 atomic AST actions (|A| > 100) between the buggy
and fixed version. The rationale behind the latter decision was to
eliminate outliers of the distribution (the 3rd quartile of the dis-
tribution is 14 actions), which could hinder the learning process.
Moreover, we do not aim to learn such large bug-fixing patches.

Next, we filter the BFPs based on their size, measured in the
number of tokens. We decided to disregard long methods (longer
than 50 tokens) and focused on small size BFPs.We, therefore, create
the dataset BFPsmall = {b f p ≤ 50}.

2.2.4 Synthesis of Identifiers and Literals. BFPs are the examples
we use to make our model learn how to fix source code. Given a
b f p = {mb ,mf ,A}, we first abstract its code, obtaining b f pa =
{abstractb ,abstractf ,A,M}. The buggy code abstractb is used as
input to the model, which is trained to output the corresponding
fixed code abstractf . This output can then be mapped back to real
source code usingM .

In the real usage scenario, when the model is deployed, we do
not have access to the oracle (i.e., fixed code, abstractf ), but only to
the input code. This source code can then be abstracted and fed to
the model, which generates as output a predicted code (abstractp ).
The IDs that the abstractp contains can be mapped back to real
values only if they also appear in the input code. If the fixed code
suggests to introduce a method call, METHOD_6, which is not found

in the input code, we cannot automatically map METHOD_6 to an
actual method name. This inability to map back source code exists
for any newly created ID generated for identifiers or literals, which
are absent in the input code.

Therefore, it appears that the abstraction process, which allows
us to limit the vocabulary size and facilitate the training process,
confines us to only learning fixes that re-arrange keywords, iden-
tifiers, and literals already available in the context of the buggy
method. This is the primary reason we decided to incorporate id-
ioms in our code representation, and treat them as keywords of
the language. Idioms help retaining BFPs that otherwise would be
discarded because of the inability to synthesize new identifiers or
literals. This allows the model to learn how to replace an abstract
identifier/literal with an idiom or an idiom with another idiom (e.g.,
bottom part of Fig. 2).

After these filtering phases, the datasets BFPsmall is comprised
of 58k (58,350) bug-fixes.

2.3 Learning Patches
2.3.1 Dataset Preparation. Given a set of BFPs (i.e., BFPsmall )
we use the instances to train an Encoder-Decoder model. Given
a b f pa = {abstractb ,abstractf ,A,M} we use only the pair
(abstractb ,abstractf ) of buggy and fixed abstracted code for learn-
ing. No additional information about the possible fixing actions (A)
is provided during the learning process to the model. The given
set of BFPs is randomly partitioned into: training (80%), validation
(10%), and test (10%) sets. Before the partitioning, we make sure to
remove any duplicated pairs (abstractf ,abstractb ) to not bias the
results, i.e., same pair both in training and test set.

2.3.2 NMT. The experimented model is based on an RNN Encoder-
Decoder architecture, commonly adopted in NMT [6, 17, 33]. This
model consists of two major components: an RNN Encoder, which
encodes a sequence of terms x into a vector representation, and
an RNN Decoder, which decodes the representation into another
sequence of terms y. The model learns a conditional distribution
over a (output) sequence conditioned on another (input) sequence
of terms: P(y1, ..,ym |x1, ..,xn ), where n andm may differ. In our
case, given an input sequence x = abstractb = (x1, ..,xn ) and a tar-
get sequence y = abstractf = (y1, ..,ym ), the model is trained
to learn the conditional distribution: P(abstractf |abstractb ) =
P(y1, ..,ym |x1, ..,xn ), where xi and yj are abstracted source tokens:
Java keywords, separators, IDs, and idioms. Fig. 1 shows the archi-
tecture of the Encoder-Decoder model with attention mechanism
[3, 4, 25]. The Encoder takes as input a sequence x = (x1, ..,xn )
and produces a sequence of states h = (h1, ..,hn ). We rely on a
bi-directional RNN Encoder [3], which is formed by a backward
and a forward RNN, which are able to create representations taking
into account both past and future inputs [4]. That is, each state hi
represents the concatenation (dashed box in Fig. 1) of the states
produced by the two RNNs when reading the sequence in a forward
and backward fashion: hi = [

−→
hi ;
←−
hi ].

The RNN Decoder predicts the probability of a target sequence
y = (y1, ..,ym ) given h. Specifically, the probability of each out-
put term yi is computed based on: (i) the recurrent state si in the
Decoder; (ii) the previous i − 1 terms (y1, ..,yi−1); and (iii) a con-
text vector ci . The latter constitutes the attention mechanism. The
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vector ci is computed as a weighted average of the states in h:
ci =

∑n
t=1 aitht where the weights ait allow the model to pay

more attention to different parts of the input sequence. Specifically,
the weight ait defines how much the term xi should be taken into
account when predicting the target term yt .

The entire model is trained end-to-end (Encoder and Decoder
jointly) by minimizing the negative log likelihood of the target
terms, using stochastic gradient descent.

2.3.3 Hyperparameter Search. For the model built on the BFPsmall
dataset (i.e.,Msmall ) we performed hyperparameter search by test-
ing ten configurations of the encoder-decoder architecture. The
configurations tested different combinations of RNN Cells (LSTM
[13] and GRU [6]), number of layers (1, 2, 4) and units (256, 512)
for the encoder/decoder, and the embedding size (256, 512). Bucket-
ing and padding was used to deal with the variable length of the
sequences. We trained our models for a maximum of 60k epochs,
and selected the model’s checkpoint before over-fitting the training
data. To guide the selection of the best configuration, we used the
loss function computed on the validation set (not on the test set),
while the results are computed on the test set. All data are available
in our online appendix [34].

3 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The goal of this study is to empirically assess whether NMT can
be used to learn fixes in the wild. The context consists of a dataset
of bug fixes (Sec. Section 2) and aims at answering the following
research question.

3.1 RQ: Is Neural Machine Translation a viable
approach to learn how to fix code?

We aim to empirically assessing whether NMT is a viable approach
to learn transformations of the code from a buggy to a fixed state.
To this end, we use the dataset BFPsmall to train and evaluate
the NMT model Msmall . Precisely, given a BFP dataset, we train
different configurations of the Encoder-Decoder models, then select
the best performing configuration on the validation set. We then
evaluate the validity of the model with the unseen instances of the
test set.

The evaluation is performed as follows: let M be the trained
model and T be the test set of BFPs (BFPsmall ), we evaluate the
model M for each b f p = (abstractb ,abstractf ) ∈ T . Specifically,
we feed the buggy code abstractb to the modelM , which will gener-
ate a single potential patch abstractp . We say that the model gener-
ated a successful fix for the code if and only ifabstractp = abstractf .
We report the raw count and percentage of successfully fixed BFPs
in the test set.

4 RESULTS
4.1 RQ: Is Neural Machine Translation a viable

approach to learn how to fix code?
When performing the hyperparameter search, we found that the
configuration which achieved the best results on the validation set
was the one with 1-layer bi-directional Encoder, 2-layer Attention
Decoder both with 256 units, embedding size of 512, and LSTM [13]
RNN cells. We trained theMsmall model for 50k epochs.

The model was able to successfully generate a fix for 538 out
of 5,835 cases (9.22% of the BFPs in the test set) by “translating”
the buggy code in the corresponding fixed code. While the number
of successful fixes might appear relatively small, it is important to
note that these fixes are generated with a single guess of the model
as opposed to previous approaches that generate many potential
patches. Moreover, it is worth noting that all BFPs in the test sets
are unique and have never been seen before by the model during the
training or validation steps. All the patches generated by the model
can be mapped to concrete source code by replacing the IDs in the
abstract code to the actual identifiers and literals values stored in
the mappingM .

5 THREATS TO VALIDITY
Construct validity. To have enough training data, we mined bug-
fixes in GitHub repositories rather than using curated bug-fix
datasets such as Defects4j [16] or IntroClass[22], useful but very
limited in size. To mitigate imprecisions in our datasets, we manu-
ally analyzed a sample of the extracted commits and verified that
they were related to bug-fixes.

Internal. It is possible that the performance of our model de-
pends on the hyperparameter configuration. We explain in Sec-
tion 2.3.3 how hyperparameter search has been performed.

External.We did not compare NMT models with state-of-the-
art techniques supporting automatic program repair since our main
goal was not to propose a novel approach for automated program
repair, but rather to execute a large-scale empirical study investi-
gating the suitability of NMT for generating patches. Additional
steps are needed to convert the methodology we adopted into an
end-to-end working tool, such as the automatic implementation of
the patch, the running of the test cases checking its suitability, etc.
This is a part of our future work agenda.

We only focused on Java programs. However, the learning pro-
cess is language-independent and the whole infrastructure can be
instantiated for different programming languages by replacing the
lexer, parser and AST differencing tools.

We only focused on small-sized methods. We reached this deci-
sion after analyzing the distribution of the extracted BFPs, balancing
the amount of training data available and the variability in sentence
length.

6 CONCLUSIONS
We presented an empirical investigation into the applicability of
NMT for the purpose of learning how to fix code, from real bug-
fixes. We first devised and detailed a process to mine, extract, and
abstract the source code of bug-fixes available in the wild, in order
to obtain method level examples of bug-fixes, which we call BFP.
Then, we set up, trained, and tuned NMT models to translate buggy
code into fixed code. We found that our model is able to fix a large
number of unique bug-fixes, accounting for 9% of the used BFPs.

This study constitutes a solid empirical foundation upon which
other researchers could build, and appropriately evaluate, program
repair techniques based on NMT.
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